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Effect of exchange coupling on coherently controlled spin-dependent transition rates
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The effect of exchange interactions within spin pairs on spin-dependent transport and recombination rates 
through localized states in semiconductors during coherent electron-spin resonant excitation is studied theo
retically. It is shown that for identical spin systems, significant quantitative differences are to be expected 
between the results of pulsed electrically/optically detected magnetic resonance (pEDMR/pODMR) experi
ments, where permutation symmetry is the observable, and the results of pulsed electron-spin resonance 
(pESR) experiments, with polarization in the .r-y plane of the rotating frame as the observable. It is predicted 
that beat oscillations of the spin nutations and not the nutations themselves dominate the transport or recom
bination rates when the exchange coupling strength or the field strength of the exciting radiation exceed the 
difference between the Zeeman energies within the spin pair. Furthermore, while the intensities of the rate 
oscillations decrease with increasing exchange within the spin pairs, the singlet and triplet signals retain their 
relative strengths. This means that pEDMR and pODMR experiments allow experimental access to ESR 
forbidden singlet transitions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, pulsed electrically and optically detected 
magnetic resonance (pEDM R and pODM R, respectively) 
m ethods have attracted increasing attention due to their 
higher sensitivity in com parison to that of the conventional 
pulsed electron-spin resonance (pESR) technique. W hile 
pODM R has been applied to the investigation of m olecular 
excited states and radical pair analysis for more than 30 
years,1-5 pEDM R studies have been reported only recently 
when different electrical detection schemes for spin coher
ence becam e available, allowing the observation o f pulsed 
electron6-9 and even nuclear spin resonances.10 For any 
pODM R and pEDM R experim ent, there must be a spin- 
dependent electronic m echanism  which encodes spin infor
m ation into electronic transitions which are then detected 
either by means o f their radiative emissions (with pODM R) 
or through charging and recom bination (with pEDM R). The 
latter has been studied in the recent past, in particular to find 
potential spin-to-charge conversion m echanism s for the elec
tric readout in solid state spin-based quantum  com puters.6-11

pODM R and pEDM R are typically perform ed as transient 
nutation style experiments, which m eans that the evolution 
of the electronic transition rates during coherent excitations 
are recorded by m easurem ent o f the relaxation of the respec
tive observable after the excitation as a function of the exci
tation length t .  This allows the observation of Rabi 
oscillation2 and also, by application of pulse trains with al
ternating excitation phases, the observation of rotary 
echoes.1-6 The inform ation gained from  these experiments 
are coherence times, dephasing times, as well as insights into 
the coupling betw een the spin centers involved. For pESR, 
the behavior o f pairs o f spin s = |  in transient nutation ex
perim ents has been established more than a decade ago, 
when theoretical studies described the pair evolution in pres

ence of spin exchange and dipolar coupling12 and also under 
the influence o f the hyperfine coupling due to the presence of 
nuclei with nonvanishing spin.13 These pESR approaches are 
sim ilar but not com pletely applicable to pEDM R and 
pO D M R experiments due to the difference in their observ
ables. W hile the free-induction decay o f pESR experiments 
always represents the polarization in  the x -y  plane of the 
rotating frame of a spin ensemble at the end o f the spin 
excitation, pODM R/pEDM R transients reflect the perm uta
tion symmetry or antisymm etry of the spin pairs that control 
the m easured electronic transition rates. The consequences of 
this difference can be drastic, as explained in detail in a 
recent study of spin-dependent transport and recom bination 
through weakly spin-coupled pairs.14 W hen excitation inten
sities are increased, the Rabi-nutation frequency observed 
with pEDM R/pODM R will abruptly double, while the nuta
tion observed with pESR will not. This raises the question of 
whether the different behavior o f pairs o f spin s = {  as ob
served for weakly exchange-coupled spin pairs does also im 
ply that pED M R/pO D M R experim ents will differ from  the 
predictions for pESR experim ents for strongly exchange- 
coupled pairs, which would render the transient-nutation lit
erature on radical pairs12-13 not fully applicable. M oreover, 
for previous studies on the calculation o f pESR detected 
transient-nutation12 experiments, one of the assumptions 
made was that exchange coupling was smaller than the sepa
ration of the Larm or frequencies within the coupled radical 
pairs. This assumption, which is realistic for many radical 
pair systems, simplified the problem  sufficiently enough so 
that the results could be calculated analytically. In contrast, 
for charge-carrier systems in sem iconductors with weak 
spin-orbital coupling, this assum ption does not necessarily 
always hold and thus, it lim its the applicability of these pre
vious studies even further.

In the following, we present a num erical study of trans
port and recom bination through localized exchange-coupled
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spin pairs in sem iconductors during coherent spin excitation. 
The purpose is to elucidate differences between transient- 
nutation experim ents on exchange-coupled radical pairs de
tected by pESR and those detected by pODM R/pEDM R. A n
other question that is discussed is w hether magnetic- 
resonance-induced triplet-singlet transitions, which become 
increasingly forbidden with increasing exchange coupling, 
will reduce the observed signal intensities in the same way as 
for single-pulse transient-nutation pESR m easurem ents or 
not. It shall be pointed out here that the focus of this study 
deals solely with spin-selection-rule-based electronic transi
tions between param agnetic states in weakly spin-orbital- 
coupled systems. Typical exam ples for this would be charge- 
carrier pairs in sem iconductors such as electron-hole pairs, 
defect pairs such as donor-acceptor pairs, or radical pairs in 
m olecular systems or solid-state host environm ents. In addi
tion to recombination transitions, charge-carrier transport 
transitions of both photocarriers and therm al carriers can also 
exhibit spin-selection rules.

Note that the “w eak” spin-orbit coupling m entioned 
above means that the spin-orbit interaction within a given 
m aterial is such that spin during electronic transitions is con
served to a degree such that transitions involving singlet/ 
triplet changes are significantly (several orders of m agni
tudes) less likely than those that do not require these 
changes. Exam ples of such materials can be found in all 
known silicon m aterials (amorphous and crystalline) and 
most organic and carbon-based sem iconductor systems. For 
the study presented in the following, we consider spin- 
dependent electronic transitions between states o f non- 
negligible exchange. This is in contrast to previously studied 
spin-dependent transition rates between electronic states of 
negligible exchange which is discussed in Ref. 14.

We want to stress that with regard to the application of the 
results presented in the following to the interpretation of 
pEDM R experim ents, one should always confirm the appli
cability of the pair model that is the basis for our consider
ations. There are spin-dependent processes in sem iconduc
tors that lead to m agnetic-resonance-induced conductivity 
changes (e.g., the nuclear-spin m easurem ent by means of 
hyperfine coupling to unequally populated quantum Hall 
edge channels10) whose behaviors during pEDM R experi
m ents do not necessarily follow the descriptions given here.

II. PAIR MODEL

The pair m odel that we use in this study has been de
scribed in detail elsew here8-14 and therefore it is described 
here only briefly. The underlying idea is that spin depen
dency of electronic transitions com es from the formation of 
spin pairs consisting of electrons or holes which exist 
for a short time (intermediate pairs) before they either disso
ciate or collapse into one doubly occupied electronic state 
under formation of a singlet state. The probability for this 
collapse depends on the singlet content o f the spin pairs 
when spin conservation due to sufficiently weak spin-orbit 
coupling is given. Thus, the spin dynam ics that is determined 
by the spin Hamiltonian of these pairs w ill ultimately control 
the electronic transition rates, which in turn may determine
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FIG. 1. (a) Plot of the ESR allowed transition frequencies 
= ji (Ei-E j) . with ( i j ) E {12.13.24.34} as function of J. Transitions 
oijn and oi;4 involve the state |2) with high singlet content. For the 
plot. Larmor frequencies of wa?,= 10±0.01 GHz have been as
sumed. (b) The energy term scheme and ESR allowed transitions 
for a spin ^ pair with presence of weak (Aoi2> j r .  left), intermediate 
( A c e n t e r )  and strong right) exchange coupling. The
sketches define the nomenclature of the states and transitions dis
cussed in this study.

macroscopic observables such as lum inescence or conductiv
ity. U nder magnetic resonant conditions, a constant magnetic 

field and an oscillating magnetic field
+ iy )?- "ur that rotates in a plane perpendicular to the B 0 field 

are present. This leads to a Ham iltonian H = H 0 + H J+ H l (t) o f 
the intermediate spin pairs consisting of the contributions 

H o= if*'BBo[gade' + gb<̂ ]  ° f  the constant magnetic field, 
H i( t )  = \ g / i BB l[6/l + d il]e'~'"M o f the rotating m agnetic field, 

and the Heisenberg exchange coupling H j = - J S aS b. In these 
terms, i i B represents B ohr’s m agneton, is the Pauli matrix 

j  of spin i (with j'E{x,y,z} and iE {a .b }). gf and Sf are the 
Lande factors and the spin operators of spin /, respectively, 
while g  represents the vacuum electron Lande factor that is 
used when the differences between the weakly coupled spin 
partners are negligible (e.g., for the weak influence o f the B l 
field when B l <sB0). Note that in contrast to previous studies 
on weakly coupled spin pairs,14-15 the pair Ham iltonian here 

includes a non-negligible contribution H j  of the exchange 
within the pairs. It is the investigation o f this coupling which 
is in the focus of this study. The tim e-independent H am il

tonian H q+ H j has the eigenvalues

fi(o0 
■7 ’e i a {J) -

Ĵ _ r A m  

4 + 4 (D

where io0=ioa+iob and A io=ioa- i o b are the sum of and the 
difference between the Larm or frequencies ioab within the 
pair. As expected for spin pairs, the energy eigenvalues 
represent a four-level system and, as long as only the first- 
order processes are considered, there are four allowed tran
sitions as well known from conventional ESR spectroscopy. 
Figure 1 shows the transition frequencies of all four transi
tions as a function of the exchange coupling strength J. One 
can see that w ith increasing exchange, the energies of the 
|1 )« |3 )  and the |3 )« |4 )  transitions (which are the transitions 
between the triplet states) will gradually attain the same
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value, namely, the average y  of the Larmor frequencies; 
whereas the energies of the two transitions involving the sin
glet state [2) will become proportional to J. In the case of 
strong coupling Aw), the transition strength into the sin
glet states will eventually vanish, which is why ESR spec
troscopy of strongly coupled pairs is typically triplet spec
troscopy. Since we are concerned with spin-dependent 
transport and recombination rates due to the spin motion of 
ensembles of spin pairs, we use in analogy to the approach in 
Refs. 12-15 a density operator p=p(t) to represent the en
semble state. In the case of negligible incoherence, which 
means on time scales faster than the electronic transition 
times and spin-relaxation times, the dynamics of the en
semble is described by the Liouville equation dtp=^[p,H]~. 
When the incoherence becomes non-negligible, the influence 
of spontaneous electronic transitions such as the recombina
tion or dissociation of the electronic states as well as spin- 
relaxation processes must be taken into account by means of 
statistical terms <S[p] and TZ[p-p()\, respectively, as it has 
been described and outlined in Eq. 1 of Ref. 15.

Pulsed electrically/optically detected magnetic resonance 
observables

In contrast to observables of pESR signals, which are al
ways represented by x- and y-polarization operators applied 
to a spin ensemble, the observables for spin-dependent trans
port and recombination rates are triplet and singlet 
operators.15 The goal of this study is to make predictions for 
pEDMR/pODMR signals as they are observed in a transient- 
nutation-style experiment. Transient nutation can be ob
served electrically by application of a short coherent pulse 
with length r  (typically a few nanoseconds) and the subse
quent measurement of spin-dependent transport or recombi
nation rates through transient measurement of the sample 
conductivity. When the applied radiation pulse changes the 
spin states of trapped charge carriers resonantly, spin- 
dependent transition rates change abruptly and then, after the 
pulse, they slowly (on microsecond to millisecond time 
scales) relax back into their steady states following an expo
nential rate transient,

4
tf(f) = 2  3pii{T)rie~rt' , (2)

/=i

due to the spontaneous spin-dependent electronic transitions, 
which collapse the coherently excited spin pairs.8 In Eq. (2), 
£>p,7( t ) = p , 7( t ) - p ?  whereas P / / ( r )  and p ?  denote the diagonal 
elements of the density matrices at the end of the coherent 
excitation pulse p(r) and the steady-state ps, respectively. 
Both p(r) and ps represent the density operator p for the base 
of energy eigenstates. The variables r, denote the spin- 
dependent recombination or transport rate coefficients of the 
spin states [/), which in the presence of exchange coupling 
attain the forms

r lA = rT,

1 1 ^ ' rS+
2 nco& 2 nco&_

with (o&= vJ2/ft2+ Aco2/ 4 and rT and rs as denoting transition 
probabilities of pahs in pure triplet and pure singlet states, 
respectively.15 Note that Eq. (2) is derived from Eq. 17 of 
Ref. 15 for the case of spin-dependent recombination and Eq. 
5.17 of Ref. 8 for the case of spin-dependent transport under 
the assumptions that all spin-relaxation processes as well as 
spin-independent pair dissociation processes are much 
slower than the four spin-dependent transitions (r,-
> d , T l l , T l l ). Because of these assumptions, the relaxation 
transient of each diagonal element Spu toward the steady 
state becomes a single exponential decay with decay con
stant r,-.

Similar to the integration of a free-induction decay in a 
pESR experiment, the integration of the rate relaxation tran
sient in a pODMR/pEDMR experiment,

no 4
Q(t):= R(t)dt = ^  Spu(T)(\ - e ~ r!'o), (4) 

J o ;=i

contains information about the state of the pah ensemble at 
t=0, which is the moment when the rate relaxation begins at 
the end of the excitation pulse with length r. Note that since 
Q (t) is the time integration of a rate, it is a dimension-free 
variable representing a number of transitions that take place 
due to the pulse excitation. For a pODMR measurement this 
number translates directly into a photon number. For 
pEDMR, where a current transient is integrated into a 
charge, Q(r) represents the number of elementary charges e. 
The assumption that coherence is preserved during the exci
tation pulse implies that T r(p(r))=Tr(ps) and, therefore, if 
we integrate over large time scales (fy—>“ ), Q(t) will van
ish. This result is reasonable since we implicitly have as
sumed for our system that the generation rate of the spin 
pahs is constant and not changed by the pulse excitation. 
Hence, no matter what time dependence R(t) follows, aver
aged over a long time it must assume the generation rate of 
intermediate spin pahs. Note that the assumption of a con
stant spin-pair generation rate is reasonable as long as the 
spin-dependent processes change the overall transport or re
combination rates only slightly (less than 1CT2, as it is the 
case for most known pEDMR/pODMR signals) since gen
eration rate changes will be negligible second-order effects.8 
Hence, experimentally, Q (t) must be recorded for a finite 
value of the integration time t(). Typically it is recorded for

t(j<irJl4 = r j l since Eq. (4) assumes the form Q(t)
= Sp22(t) + Sp3}(t). For the case of negligible spin-spin cou
pling within the pairs, the situation becomes particularly 
simple since Sp22 = Sp}}= -S p n = -S p 44 due to the symmetry 
of the pair Hamiltonian and, therefore, Q(t) ^  Spn .14 In this 
situation one may even measure Q (t) by integration over the 
absolute value of the current change in order to optimize 
signal strength, as indicated in Fig. 5.7 of Ref. 8. In contrast, 
with increasing exchange J, Sp22 + Sp}} and as J  becomes 
very large, r 2 approaches rT, which means that there will be 
no well defined t(j which fulfills C>lie solution
for this problem is to set t(j such that 4§>t(j> r2l in order
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to observe transitions into singlet states only. However, with 
increasing J  the singlet transition probability diminishes 
quickly and along with it any measurable signal. Alterna
tively, one can set t0 to an arbitrary but well defined value 
such as r0: = 4r3(. This ensures that all contributions from the 
singlet transitions and almost all ( 1 9 8 % )  contribu
tions of the triplet signal are recorded even though both sig
nals will vanish at large J  as well. For the simulations pre
sented in the following, we used the latter assumption (t0: 
= 4 1) for the calculation of the pEDMR/pODMR observ
able given in Eq. (4) in order to investigate both the influ
ences of singlet and triplet transitions on pEDMR/pODMR 
measurements and also in order to elucidate how the magni
tude of the two signals evolve relatively to each other as both 
become smaller with increasing J.

III. CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS

The behavior of the observable Q (t) and its dependence 
on the exchange coupling parameter J; the frequency w and 
the amplitude B\ of the exciting radiation; the Larmor fre
quencies of the pair partners, wa and w;,; dissociation rate 
coefficient d\ singlet and triplet recombination rates rs and 
rT; and the generation rate G have been studied. As the field 
strength B { is the parameter that is compared to the system 
parameter Aw, we consider three cases for the strength of the 
interaction between the B\ field and the system, namely, (i) 
high power y/?(/AwS>1, (ii) intermediate power y/?(/Aw 
«=1, and (iii) low power y/?(/Aw<§ 1 excitations, with y  de
noting the gyromagnetic ratio. Each of these cases is then 
simulated for (a) weak (Aio> y) ,  (b) intermediate (A w « |) ,  
and (c) strong (Aw<§ | )  exchange coupling. The evolution of 
Q(t) with increasing pulse length r  was calculated by nu
merical solutions of a system of 16 partial differential equa
tions which result from the statistical Liouville equation

f ! , p=~[pM] + S[p] + K[p-  
n Po], (5)

in which the spin-relaxation processes TZ[p-p0] «=() were ne
glected but not the incoherence <S[p] + 0 induced by the spin- 
dependent electronic transitions. The time domain signal 
Q{t) was calculated for pulse length 0 ^ t ^ 1 . 5  /is with a 
resolution of 1000 steps/ns. These transients were then Fou
rier transformed in order to reveal the frequency components 
FT{Q(il)}. In order to test the qualitative correctness of these 
results, an independent calculation of the nutation frequen
cies of the Hamiltonian H = H 0+Hj+H\(t) was conducted for 
each used set of parameters and compared to the results ob
tained numerically. In these test calculations the time evolu
tion of the spin ensemble was studied by simply applying the 
time evolution operator e x p ( -^ p )  (with H* representing the 
time-independent Hamiltonian of the pair in a reference 
frame that rotates with the circularly polarized magnetic field 
of the exciting radiation) to the reference-frame-independent 
initial state defined in Ref 14. The test confirmed our numeri
cal results. In Figs. 2(a)-2(i) the results of the numerical 
solutions of the stochastic Liouville equation [Eq. (5)] are 
presented. They display the intensity of the pEDMR/

pODMR signal as a function of their frequency components 
f! and the frequency w of the applied driving field. Note that 
these frequencies are expressed in terms of the field strength 
y B | of the driving field. The parameters used for the calcu
lation of the data displayed in Fig. 2 represent the case of 
B \ < B q and thus f!<§ w, as found in most pESR experiments. 
In fact, the parameters used here represent typical values that 
can be established in modern, commercially available pESR
^-band spectrometers: For all data sets, ^  ’''

yB\ w
= 10 GHz and —  = 10 MHz. Furthermore, for all simula-lir
tions we assumed that the signal was caused by a spin- 
dependent electronic transition based on the intermediate 
pair model described above whose intermediate pairs had a 
singlet recombination rate coefficient rs= 106 s""1, a triplet 
recombination rate coefficient r r= 104 s""1, and a pair disso
ciation rate coefficient rf= 103 s""1 that is much smaller than 
the recombination probabilities. Note that the orders of mag
nitude of these values correspond to experimental data ob
tained from spin-dependent recombination processes at de
fects in different silicon morphologies.6 The generation rate 
of the simulated pair ensemble was chosen arbitrarily since it 
only scales the intensity of the calculated observable. How
ever note that this arbitrary value was kept constant for all 
simulations presented here in order to make the signal inten
sities as plotted in Fig. 2 comparable. The data sets displayed 
in Fig. 2 represent the combination of three different Larmor 
separations (Aw=1, 20, and 40 MHz) and three different 
exchange coupling constants (J/h = 1, 10, and 50 MHz). The 
choice of these values was made in order to establish the 
qualitative behavior of the system when A(o,J/fi<§yBh 
A w < y B \ < J / f i ,  J / f i < y B (<§Aw, and y B ^ A i o J I t i  as 
well as the intermediate cases where two or all three of these 
three parameters have comparable magnitudes. Note that for 
all cases it is assumed that J l  f i , Aw, yB | <§ wa , w;„ which im
plies that the results presented here will not be applicable to 
very strongly coupled excitonic states (J Ifi >  wa , w;,) that can 
be found in many polymers and also in quantum dots. Note 
however that we will find in the following for cases of 
strongly yet not very strongly coupled pairs (wa , wh> J / ti
> Aw) that pEDMR and pODMR signals will vanish; hence, 
the consideration of very strongly coupled systems is not 
relevant in this case.

IV. DISCUSSION

The simulated data displayed in Figs. 2(a)-2(f) show dif
ferent hyperbola shaped structures which are known and ex
pected for a resonant system with different eigenfrequencies. 
The symmetry centers of these structures represent the tran
sition frequencies w,- which correspond for all displayed data 
sets (and their corresponding parameter sets) to the energy 
differences that can be derived from Eq. (1). Similarly as for 
the weakly exchange-coupled case described in Ref. 14, the 
hyperbola shapes are caused by the increase in the transient- 
nutation frequencies as the excitation frequency is detuned 
from a given resonance as described by Rabi’s formula f1,- 
= \ ( y B i)2 + (toi- to )2. In contrast to Ref. 14, we see up to six 
different frequency components that exist for any given ex
citation frequency. The higher number of nutation compo-
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Plots of the Fourier transform FT{<2( t ) }  of the observable Q( t ) .  The data display the Fourier components of Q( t ) 

as a function of the excitation (driving) frequency o>. Data sets are represented in arbitrary but equal units. They were simulated with Larmor 
separations of Aa>=1 MHz [plots (a), (d). and (g); left column], Aw=20 MHz [plots (b). (e). and (h); center column] and Aw=40 MHz 
[plots (c). (f). and (i); right column] as well as exchange coupling strengths with in the pairs of J lh  = 1 MHz [plots (a)-(c). first row], 
J /h  = 10 MHz [plots (d)-(f). second row], and J!h  = 50 MHz [plots (g)-(i). third row].

nents is anticipated since the introduction of the exchange 
Hamiltonian removed the symmetry from the four energy 
levels leading to four instead of just two transition energies 
(see Fig. 1 for the case of intermediate coupling J~hA sa)  
and correspondingly, to four instead of two associated nuta
tion frequencies. With two nutation frequencies given for the 
weakly exchange-coupled case, one can anticipate up to four 
different Rabi-frequency components when permutation 
symmetry and not polarization in the .r-y plane of the rotat
ing frame is detected with pEDMR and pODMR. Hence, the 
beat oscillations of the pair nutations can become dominating 
under certain conditions (for weakly coupled pairs this con
dition was Au><€ yB\). Therefore, with four nutation fre
quencies given for the strongly exchange-coupled case, one 
can anticipate an even larger number of Rabi-frequency com
ponents since as many as 12 combinations of these nutation 
frequencies are conceivable, even though not all of these 
may be dominant contributions. The presence of the beat 
oscillations can be verified from Fig. 2. The hyperbola 
shaped features around a resonance w,- turn into linear func
tions in their far off-resonance regions. The slopes of these 
linear functions are proportional to w) for single
nutation components. However, since beat oscillations 
resemble either the sum of or the difference between single 
nutation components, their frequencies are either indepen

dent of sa or proportional to 2(ti>,— sa). A comparison of the 
resonance hyperbolas in the different graphs of Fig. 2 shows 
that the beat oscillations are present whenever either yB\ 
>Aa> [Figs. 2(a), 2(d), and 2(g)] or Aw [Figs. 2(g)-2(i)j 
and in fact the only data set which do not indicate any beat 
component at all is shown in the plot in Fig. 2(c), where 

Aw. This confirms that when permutation symmetry 
is the observable (meaning, for pEDMR or pODMR mea
surements), it is either the exchange coupling J  or the inter
action of both spins with the strong excitation fields y B ( 
which determine whether the observed oscillations are due to 
nutations of the individual spin-pair partners or the beat os
cillations thereof.

The second insight gained from Fig. 2 is the magnitude of 
the nutation frequencies as well as their beat oscillations. For 
the pESR measurement of transient nutation, it was shown12 
that for large exchange coupling Ati>,y/?(), the on- 
resonance nutation frequencies associated with the triplet 
transitions approach values of 0 = v 2 y/?(, whereas the nuta
tion frequencies associated with the singlet transitions 
(whose oscillator strengths sharply drop as J  increases) ap
proach 0 = 0. In agreement with these predictions, we obtain 
for the nutation frequencies of the singlet transitions values 
that decrease from O =yB\ to 0 = 0  as J  increases, and for 
the nutation frequencies of the triplet transitions values that
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rise from fL= yB ) as J  increases. However, as J  becomes 
very large, the triplet nutation frequencies become less and 
less dominant, while beat oscillations become more domi
nant. As one can see from Fig. 2, these beat oscillations 
exhibit on-resonance frequencies of Cl = 2 y B ] and not O 
= 2 \2 y B u as one would anticipate from a simple addition of 
two frequencies. This behavior is consistent with the “nuta
tion frequency doubling” described for the pEDMR/pODMR 
detection of weakly coupled pairs under strong B } fields. 
However, it is in contrast to the observations with pESR of 
strongly exchange-coupled spin pairs and at this time we are 
not aware of a straightforward picture that could provide a 
qualitative interpretation of this behavior.

The third observation that we obtain from the simulated 
data is that the ratio of the signal strengths of the observed 
singlet transitions and the triplet transitions does not change 
significantly as J  is increased: For single-pulse pESR 
transient-nutation experiments of exchange-coupled spin 
pairs, the strong decline of the oscillator strength of singlet 
transitions leads to a disappearance of the singlet signal, in 
contrast to a triplet signal whose oscillator strength increases. 
In contrast, for pEDMR/pODMR experiments, the increase 
in J  causes a dropoff of both the singlet and triplet signals. 
The singlet signal drops off for the same reasons as the sin
glet strength of pESR signals. In contrast, the triplet signal 
drops off since the transition from one triplet state into an
other triplet state does not change the permutation symmetry 
of the pairs and hence, a change in the detected electronic 
transition rate does not take place either. Note that the data 
sets presented in Fig. 2 are plotted with different color scales 
in order to display the data with optimal contrast. However, 
the arbitrary units to which the different color scales translate 
are equal for all nine displayed data sets. Thus, Fig. 2 illus
trates how the signals drop off as either the exchange cou
pling J  or the Larmor separation Aw increases. The strongest 
decline of the signal intensity is in fact given in plot (g), 
where Aw is minimized and J  is maximized. Note however 
that in spite of this decrease in the signal strengths, the rela
tive strengths of the singlet and triplet contributions remain 
of comparable magnitudes. Hence, as long as the sensitivity 
of a given pEDMR or pODMR experiment allows the detec
tion of any signal under strong coupling, both the triplet and 
the singlet contributions should be equally well observable.

This realization can be important for the verification of the 
nature of an observed spin-pair system. It may be a way to 
distinguish experimentally the difference between a strongly 
exchange-coupled system (jr^A w ) and a weakly exchange- 
coupled system, where ji < A io < yB ] .

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The dynamics of spin-dependent electronic transport and 
recombination rates through strongly exchange-coupled spin 
pairs during coherent electron-spin resonant excitation as it 
would be observed with pEDMR or pODMR detected 
transient-nutation experiments has been simulated by nu
merical solution of the stochastic Liouville equation which 
accounted for incoherent effects. From the results we con
clude that significant qualitative and quantitative differences 
can exist between pEDMR/pODMR experiments and identi
cally executed single-pulse pESR transient nutation experi
ments conducted on the same systems. Similarly as for the 
weakly exchange-coupled case, we observe that beat oscilla
tions of the spin nutations and not the spin nutation alone 
dominate the transport or recombination rates whenever ei
ther the exchange coupling strength J  or the B } field exceed 
the Larmor separation Aw within the pair. Moreover, while 
the intensities of the rate oscillations decrease with increas
ing exchange within the spin pairs, the singlet and triplet 
signals retain their relative strength. This means that pEDMR 
and pODMR, for both of which permutation symmetry is 
utilized as observable, can provide insights and information 
about the nature of the observed spin systems which would 
hardly or not at all be accessible with conventional radiation 
(and, therefore, x-v-polarization) detected electron-spin- 
resonance spectroscopy.
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